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More Seating
For Stadium
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The San Jose City Council in
July approved a plan to add 22,800
seats to the present 18,200 seating
capacity of Spartan Stadium,
which would bring its total capacity to 41,000. Cost to the city will
be $1.8 million. There will be no
cost to the college.
August 15, 1968, is the anticipated completion date for the enlargement which, Dr. Robert
Bronzan, director of athletics, expects "will determine the future
of SJS’ sports program."
The city’s Sports Commission
presented plans to enclose the
empty north-west end of the stadium with 3,800 seats and to
double-deck the remainder, providing an additional 19,000 seats.
When completed the enlarged
stadium will contain 25,000 seats,
or 62.5 per cent, between the
goal lines. Kezar Stadium has 34
per cent and Stanford Stadium
has 35 per cent. The new Oakland-Alameda County facility will
have 60 per cent of the seats
between the goal lines.
City income from the season
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SPARTAN STADIUM just won’t look the same after it gains
22,800 seals. Tha $7
million addition will be paid for by the
city of San Jose and should be completed by the summer of
1968. This artist’s rendition shows the anticipated result.

On behalf of your Student Association, I take this opportunity to
welcome you to San Jose State.
While you invariably are at

Indians Edge Upset-Minded Spartans, 25-21
the Spartans to a possible gamewinning drive before having to
leave the game.
Holman, originally the second
string quarterback behind Bill
Casey, who is out for the year with
leg injuries, was replaced by sophomore Russ Munson, younger brother of the Los Angeles Rams’ Bill
Munson.
Taking over on the Stanford 36,
Munson hit Cox twice to put Harry
Anderson’s charges on the Indian
seven before seeing a pass picked
off by the Tribe’s Al Wilburn.
Stanford, behind soph Gene
Washington. ran out the remaining
two and one-half minutes.

College President
Welcomes Students
On behalf of the faculty and administration of San Jose State
College I welcome you to the
1966-67 academic year,
Thursday morning I looked out
of my Tower Hall windows with
dismay. The sight of those long,
patient, waiting lines for registration was disheartening in one respect, cheering in another.
I regretted the necessity of long
delays and look forward to the
day when enough clerical help and
equipment is available to speed
up this cumbersome procedure. I
WEIS cheered by the thought that
you had the resiliency and dedication of spirit to endure with
reasonable grace the time-consuming wait.
Lest you feel things are at a
standstill, I call attention to some
changes which have been effected.
The college divisions are now
schools, an arrangement which I
believe more accurately describes
their scope, function and size. Sm.&al new administrative appointments have been made. New faculty itienibcrs ii. e been added III

our distinguished staff. You return
to a college administration and
faculty eager to work with and
for the 20,000 young adults who
are participating in the great
challenge of higher education.
I wish you well.
Robe! t D. Clark

DR. ROBERT D. CLARK
College Pi esiJent
.

Stanford scored first on their
initial drive.
Behind Washington, they moved
67 yeards in 11 plays, culminating
with the signal -caller hitting Tim
Abena from the six.
On San Jose’s second series, after Don Peterson picked off a
volleyball aerial on the 38 and returned to the Stanford 26, the
Monterey Junior College transfer
hit Cox, who broke free on Holman’s excellent faking into the end
zone corner.
The conversion attempt was
blocked.
The Spartans controlled the ball
through the second period and
scored once after Jim McGuire
snatched a Washington fumble on
the 16. Capitalizing on the break,

ASB Committee
To Interview
For Appointments
Inters iews for 17 appointi%e positions will be held this week and
next by a special ASH President’s Committee in the College
Union, 315 S. 9th St.
There will be interviews for
chairman and four commit tee members of the Election Board, and 12
members of the Personnel Selection Committee.
Election Board sign-up deadline
is 2:30 p.m., Thursday, Sept. 22.
Sign-ups for Personnel Selection
Committee interviews will be
Tiirsrlay, Sept. 20.
The Elect ion Board condi let s and
supervises all official opinion
polls, ASB elections and orientation of candidates for all eleelvd offices.
The Personnel Selection Committee interviews for all ASH
hoards and committees established
ny Fludent r011111.111.
Sign - ip sheets, application forms
and other information are avail.1,n. ii lie t.11,1.x union.

Holman rifled to wait Blackledge
for five to the 11.
S. T. Saffold showed his basketball form on the following play by
leaping high in the back of the end
zone to put the Spartans in the
lead.
Blackledge yanked in the twopoint c ’version pass and SJS led
14-7.
Stanford moved closer at the
half with a field goal after being
stalled by the stubborn Spartan
defense on the 22. Bill Shoemaker,
who earlier came close on a 52yard attempt, put the three-point
boot through the bars.

Wasting no time, Holman guided
the Spartans to their final score
of the day following the secondhalf kickoff.
Jamie Townsend, San Diego
transfer, bulled for valuable yardage on the 75-yard touchdown
drive and packed in the final yard.
Munson hit on the point-after
kick.
Not as deep in manpower as the
Indians, SJS suffered a tough
break as Blackledge, who had
gathered in valuable swing passes,
left the game after a clip injured
his leg.
(Continued on Page 8)

JERRY SPOLTER
. . . ASB President

Vattel-i-acha" Symbolizes
1966 Freshman Camp
Ity DICK DANIELS
Spartan Daily Editor
If the 426 freshmen and transfer
students who attended the annual
Freshman Camp held at. Asilomar,
near Monterey, Sept. 9-11, didn’t
know what "wattel-i-acha" meant
at first, they found out before
the weekend was over. It simply
means spirit.
And spirit reigned supreme at
the three-day camp held along the
beautiful Monterey coast. New
students were taught SJS yells
and spirit songs, and merely the
wave of a camp counsellor’s hand
would set off a cheer or conditioned response from the several
and eager new collegians.
NOISY GROUP
Busloads full of excited and
noisy freshmen and counsellors arrived fit the campsite late Friday
morning and immediately the
campers were separated into 25
discussion groups and into spoils
participation groups.
Studviiis diseits,e,1

of attending college and what, their
goals in life were with student
discussion leaders and the many
faculty and administrators who
participated.
After forming the various sports
participation groups titled such
names as "bananas," "radishes,"
and other vegetables, campers
played volleyball and softball and
such group cheers as "bananas
have a-peel!" rang over the campsite.
After dinner campers attended a
bonfire program and folkdancing
in the eamp’s auditorium.
Saturday and Si nday were
packed with act ivities ranging
from discussion and question and
answer gropps to departmental
discussions on opportunities which
lie in the several major fields of
study at SJS. Spokesmen from
nearly evety major department
were on hand to answer the questions of the WM’ students.
Saturday night campers staged
,.4iviitoli,iis %%hen. N,,.1.;41

activities will greatly increase
once the stadium is completed.
Presently the city receives about
$217,750, including rental fees for
collegiate games, soccer and rugby
games, high school games, post season games and professional and
semi-professional games. The city
receives 10 per cent of the price
of each ticket, plus income from
concessions and parking fees.
A commission will be set up
between the city and SJS to
operate the stadium once it is
built and to make decisions on
its use and maintenance.
Negotiations between the city
and SJS are in progress to investigate the possibility of using the
enlarged stadium for pro football,
according to Roy Hubbard, assistant city clerk.
Once the stadium is enlarged to
a 41,000 seating capacity, SJS will
stand a better chance to be accepted into the Western Athletic
Conference. WAC has scheduled
games with SJS in the past, but
is now reluctant to do so because
of inadequate facilities, according
to Dr. Bronzan.

Involvement Urged
By ASS President

A
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Stanford Overshadowed
By LEE JCILLERAT
Daily Sports Editor
When you’re No. 2 you try
harder.
But sometimes the best product
doesn’t sell.
Danny Holman, Steve Cox and
the SJS Spartans overshadowed
highly-touted Stanford Saturday
before 36,000 stunned fans and
nearly pulled the upset of the new
football season before being edged
out 25-21 in the Tribe’s home bowl,
Back of the Game Holman startled the Indians, picked by Sports
’ Illustrated magazine to finish No.
In the nation, and was leading
i1’

sfS students unfortunate. URlurk or careli-ss enough to
lose their registration packets
in the hectic scraznble last
ueek may locate or replace
I Ion. I. y inquiring at the registrar’s office, Admialstnstion

No. I
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Lost Packets

Wills

were produced
it a dance was
held following the program.
PRESIDENTS SPEAK
Sunday, several college administrators, including President Robert
D. Clark, spoke to the campers.
Jerry Spotter, Associated Student
Body president and Vic Lee, ASB
vice president, also addressed the
assembly and outlined opportunities in student government for the
Incoming students.
Terry Schutten was Freshman
Camp director and Margaret Flomum. his assistant. Eleven other
camp Committeemen phis 711 e,mtl
senors administered I. lii I, day
program of acti
AF students left the fin:0 assembly in the camp auditorium
Sunday morning the counsellors
and staff formed arches and sang
school songs as the campers filed
out.
As one camper wis overheard
ary she hoarded the his, -I. didn’t
MOW. there was an much spirit
.11 Sim Jose
it N g.INIVeyr.

State to obtain an education, it
is important to realize that education is more than four years
of concentrated classroom activity.
In addition to intellectual development, a complete education
should include individual development through total involvement
in the college community.
This year, there are numerous
opportunities for such involvement
in the many programs which are
offered by your Student Association.
I urge you to take advantage
of these many opportunities. Hopefully, through this participation
and resultant personal involvement, you will gain broader perspective into campus life and consequently enrich your educational
experience.
Once again, welcome to San Jose
State, and best wishes for success
in the coming year.
Jerry G. Spoiler
ASH President

21,049 SJSers
Brave Reg Lines
A I ot .11 of 21,039 foot -weary
students braved registration lines
to register for classes last week,
an all-time record.
The final figure may soar even
higher after tardy students pick
up their packets for late registration.
Last fall’s total enrollment was
1,363 lower than this semester’s
tentative figure, quoted to the
Spartan Daily late Friday afternoon.

OPEN
la 9 p.m.
Mon. thru Thurs.
throughout
the Sentester

e6ept41 BOOK
STORE
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By DON DIGDALC
With the coming of Jerry Spolter to the
office of president of the Associated Slip
dents, a ret-w air of respectability pervades
the old house on Ninth Street vaned the
College
.
The new ad
tra
dig)/ ars to lie
ready to clean up the foul image left by
-nit leaders, anal
last year’s student gane l
to push forward with a program of hold
new. ideas.
The energy anal enthusiasm of the ASIcs
leadership re
Is one of the "sigali"
with which John F. Ke sly took over the
White House in 1%0 and proceeded with
his ’New Frontier" program.
And, like Kennedy, Spolter has issued a
plea fair students to serve their government. A large number of mildews will be
needed in die next few weeks in) fill wait tit% 011 ASH co llllll inees, anal the new firesident has expressed hope for a large turnout of non-Greeks, in adalit
tin the
traditional response of fraternities and
minorities.

SAN JOSE
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From the Editor

Daily Has Obligation
1:ov ering the heartbeat of a campus
community of !mire than 20.11110 students prirmises to be no easy task for
the Spartan Daily. It hasn’t been in the
past and as the school enters another
academic year .reol continues to grow
in si/e .991 complexity. the job assii nil olll become more demanding.
’Flee sir:Irian Daily is the official student newspaper. Nal other publication
on or off emulous ran lay claim to that
fart. Part of the Daily’s budget is derived from ASH funds whirl’ you the
students pay when you register each
eme-ter.
\ s elle -hotted-. Ii IS newspaper, we
have one obligaspart.ree
ial
tion: to giv e our readers as complete
and objective co% erage of the news that
affects or interests the student body as
possible.
Iii the past much criiicism has been
leveled against the Naarlaii Daily. The
paper has taken stands on many controversial issues and has fl ought for
many campaigns and is,eles if has felt
would be in the best interests of the
student and academic community of
the college.
.keiv newspaper. if it gemeinely takes
the interests if its readers to heart. is
hound to take sides which will provoke
certain readership factions. But importantly. we take sides only’ in our editorial columns. Our news rolemens is ill
contain both sides of issues and as
much interpretation as it is objectively
possible to acromplish. I hi, Hien is our
obligation - objectiv ity through c
plete and accurate coverage of die
news.

\Vt. reserve the right tender this
country’s emecept of a free press to permit our ronsrience to be our guide in
presenting our v iris. and ideas threough

editorials. Any censeership imposed on
the Daily by student government or
faculty would confiscate our basic freedom of the press. Stripped of this free.
Ilium we would bee
a were bulletin
liteard and mouthpieve for those who
would control the press.
Editorials written by the editor will
be labelled -From the Editor." Those
editorials by Daily staff members will
be is ritten as -Staff Editorial." Editorials written Ins rather colleges, commercial or profess9anal publications will be
beaded -Guest Editorial."
Stuelents and faculty members wishwill he
ing to express their int
able to use "Thrust arid Parry" on the
editorial page. Letters must be typed
and double-spaced. no longer than 250
words and signed with the student’s
current ASH card number. These
names are verified with school records
beltire publication to prevent any unauthorized -ghost writing."
We hope that students and faculty
members Will use "Thrust and Parry"
to express their opinions on any one
of several issues that may interest
them. We will print all letters, as space
permits. that are written in good taste
and is h 101 reflect maturity and rational thinking. Readers are promised that
no matter how much we may disagree
with the opinions contained in a letter,
the opini llll s expressed will have
nothing to do with its publication. We
would not infringe upon the student’s
basic freerbinis.
The task of objeetivity is indeed a
gigantic one. But we pledge with renewed energy to accomplish this, the
highest of journalistic virtue, so that
the Spartan Daily will continue to be
San Jose State’s only newspaper for
the students.

14’rom the Editor

Mass ’Involvement’
To the new student at -.91 .119c state
ili is fall, die long registration lines annul
e cateepies layout may lirst appear
an unwelcoming sight. Btu students
will find SJS as friendly and adaptable
as ilteir former high schools or junior
colleges iffIar a "hurl lime.

of California’s
with a student pipitlatiaiii aii. wore than 2 1.1100 for no reason. A erambination of exeellent curricula. faculty. clientele and student
friendliness have drawn students mid
faculty members from all over the
try. tvin the %solid. to our lain
pus.
5.15 has au impressive reputation
nationwide aml many of its former
students have made noteworthy contributions to the social. cultural and economic structures of our natitm. As
the country’s 17th largest institution
of higher learning and California’s
third largest. 5.15 offers its students an
educational etk i riot !nen t Ilia! will
equip them with the ingredients for a
successful career in one of several
major fields of study. But in the end
the school can offer students only the
environment and opportunities. The
rest belongs il/ st iii Iurn I initiative.
’the ability to think things through
.IS

18 -Lite

Ilie largest

and to draw valid conclusions based on
a good educational background is the
main derivative of a good college expf ,rienee. S.IS offers this to those who
will take it.
Our college this year offers new students many opportunities to become
involved in almost every level of student antis ity. Associated Student Body
President Jerry Spotter has outlined a
program of "massive" student involvement which is designed to afford every
student whether lie be commuter or
resident on campus, Greek or independent. fieshinan air graduate student
many opportunities to become an integral part a campus activity.
In the dorm government and programs, in class representation, in fraternities and sororities and in professional organizatisins, many openings
for interested students exist.
Merely observing isn’t enough if stn..
dents are to benefit from a rich and
rewarding college experience. Students
need to become involved and become
contributors to society. Only in this
way will what they have learned and
will learn in the future weeks and
years be fully realized.
C
I luck in building your future
wele.oinee bark, Spartans!
in

PERSONNEL SELECIIION
"School desegregation has doubled this year . . . Now
there are two of us ..

Guest Room

Academic Reorganization Aims
At Efficiency, New Emphases
By DR. HAROLD DE BEY
Academic Council Chairman
I was a bit surprised when the voice of
what must be an attractive young lady
asked me to write a guest editorial for the
Spartan Daily. I was eV en more surprised
when she asked if I would write about
academic reorganization at SJS. I had assumed that most students were about as

interested in our reorganization as most
faculty are in sorority rush. Assuming that
s
students are interested and that some
faculty readers may not already base heard
more than they really want to me the subject, let me give some of my ideas about
reorganization.
lieorganizat
may be looked at in al

made anal often second-hand clothing. Reorganization into schools should facilitate
the transition into colleges that will come
when we take the next upward step, somelime in the indefinite future, to become
San Jose State University.
The fact that three persons report directly to the president, instead of only one
person as in our older organizational
scheme, means a wider delegation of the
authority of ihe presidentwhich presum; ably will result in further delegation. Si ti
IS MI large that no
person ’can direct
all of its activities. ’flu- new plan helps
thr president assign authority anal should
lr.0 to y
leas. I
ott the general

s aniih philosoplis of the sal

I.

least two ways- in terms of animal details
or in terms of what it really means to Si S.
Under the new organization, President
Clark will have two vice-presidents, one

SELF-RENEA
llcumrgatnizaii
at SP); has an even
important am I sottieWitat more abstract
inea
g All organizations, including

for academic affairs and one who has the
title of executive vice president. The director of financial and business affairs ids
will be directly responsible to the president.

lite organization of cells we call a plant
or animal. go through a cycle of rapid

NEW DEANS
We are esiablishing new deans or associate deans for educational men-ices, undergraduate instruction, research and institutional studies. The titles ad other deans
have been changed, but it is assumed that
the dean of students, director of the library, dean of graduate studies anal re.
search, executive deans anal most of the
associate deans will function largely as
they have in the past. Th,. various divisions
of the college will now be called schools,
for example the School of Business instead
of the Division of Business.
The former Division of Sciences anal
Applied Arts 110VJ is di% ideal into two
schoolsthe School of Natural Sciences
anal Mathematics anal the Sel
I of Apo
plied Sciences anal Arts.
What do these changes mean? I’m sure
they will mean many different things to
different

people.

The

interpretations

which follow are my own.
GREATER EFFICIENCY
Reorganizat
means that we are organ Wog for greater efficiency of operation. It
also recognizes that new areas of emphasis,

such as research, are important at S.IS.
More importantly, it involves at new apanal education at
proach to administrat
SJS. The schools should become more atiof
tonomous and hisve greater freed
action. They can now develop policies and
procedures that :are hest suited to their
own needs rather than being required to
Iii u he procrustean Ii niii at ions implied by.
I: things. The
a college-wide way of al
sciences especially feel that their requirements with respect io stalling, equipment
and tech
al help are quite differeni f
those of English or history.

TAILOR-MAI/E. SIIT
1s gk es its
The reorganization into sd
a chance ill have a tailor made suit rather
than having to suffer in or alter ready-

growth, a period of maturity and eventually decline. Ile decline has many causes,
and is the subject of sociological investigation. In his book, "Self-Renewal," John
Gardner ileitis’s that organizations need
not decline if a system provides for its
owei continuous renewal. Although he is
talking primarily about die personality of
an individual, much of what he says is
true of organizations. He lists several qualities that are necessary for self-renewal:
self-development, self-knowledge anal courage to fail. The way to remain young is by
innovation--finding new ways of doing
things.
bile innovation merely for the
sake of innovation may have some value,
the amnittu,’nmu uif i llll oven’
that are also
better than elie prey’
way have a double
advantage.
BREAK SHACKLES
SJS nnnw is
re than HIll years old. The
assumption by the state college trustee* of
resi Ability for the heterogeneous state
colleges has provided an opportunity for
self study and hopefully for self-renewal.
of the shackles that
If SJS can break
have restricted it in the past - such us a
budgeting and approval provedure that
allows dusty deserts 10 seer
1 towers
and renovation of classr lllll ns and offices
just when they desperately are needed
we have a chance. Maybe there are even
more powerful shackles or blindfolds on
our initials- -those of administrations, recede., and even of the students. These can
keep us from seeing how we can make
S.’S a better and more exciting place to
learn and In teach.
The responsibility for renewal of SJS
is shared by all ad’ ll i ll istraiors,
students anal parhaps even our al
Any
organization that aloes not change with
changes in its environmentand no one
can deny that our environment is changing
at a furious pace is al
I I hope our
raorganizat.
becomes a part of a cung process of self-examination, selft’

criticism anal innovation.

The powerful personnel selection I
miller has in the past been Greek -al
united, but Spoiler has p
-(1 that this
year’s cnnitinjniitee will judge applieauts
fairly.
Despite ilie energy of the new presideul,
no one man can wield control over a body.
so long as that body remains democratic.
The new student council hopefully will
provide an effective check on the wishes of
the executive. Indeed, most new councilmen have shown rare independence utiii
critical intelligence, and this year’s legislative body will not likely beconie a rubberstamp council.
The new council should be reminded jig
major concern is the formulation of policy, and that it tlegenerates when it becomes a seinantical debating society, as
Spolter pointed out in his year-end report
as vice-prosident and chairman of council.
The long tie-ups in parliamentary procedure will be lessened or eliminated, it is
hoped, under the hand of Vice-Presideut
Vic Lee. As Spolter further stated in his
report, "Parliamentary procedure is designed to facilitate, not delay or inhibit,
the order of business. Knowledge of the
technical use of the rules is not a license
to abuse the rights of others."
STUDENTS’ NEEDS
Filially, the new administration sl Ild
be reminded of the dangers of over-stepping its authority. The ASH is, after all,
only an agehey of the college president
for serving the students’ needs.
Student needs are sometimes forgotten
in the whirlwind of a busy semester, and
our leaders should keep in mind that what
is good for student government is not necessarily good for the students. A government which, in becoming overly self-conscious, forgets its purpose, cannot escape
criticism, no matter how conscientious the
effort.
We hope this year’s ASB government
will be a praiseworthy one.
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Dr. H. W. Burns Named
New Academic Veep
San Jose States administrative
reorganization plan has come into
reality with the appointment to
the new position of academic vice
president of Dr. Hobert W. Burns.
The new vice president, currently dean of the School of Education
at Hofstra University, Long Island,
N.Y. will assume his new duties
at SJS later this semester.
The 41 -year-old educator was
on campus last week meeting with
college faculty members and administrators. He later returned to

Dr. Brazil
Named Dean
Of Humanities
Dr. Burton R. Brazil, chairman
of SJS Department of Political
Science, haF been appointed interim dean of the School of Humanities and the Arts, according
to SJS Pres Robert D. Clark.
Dr. ’Brazil replaces Dr. Dudley
T. Moorhead, who has assumed
duties as interim academic vice
president.
Dr. Brazil, who has been on the
SJS faculty since 1953, also served
as mayor and member of the City
Council of Saratoga between 1956
and 1964.
During hie political career he
served as president of the peninsula division of the League of California Cities, an officer in the
Santa Clam County Inter-city
Council, and a member of the
Trafficways Committee of Santa
Clara County.
Prior to joining the SJS faculty,
he taught at the University of
Tennessee. Stanford University,
University of Washington and University of Nevada.
In recognition of his services to
political science, Dr. Brazil received a citation award from the
Northern California Political Science Association. He also serves
as executive counselor for the National Center for Education in
Politics.

New York to finish his commitments at Hofstra.
Dr. Burns’ new responsibilities,
under the rent ganized administrative structure, will include providing leadership in developing and
implementing programs of instruction, research and supporting services and acting for the president
in all matters affecting the at.,
demic progress of the college.
"In order to obtain and keep
a good faculty, we are going to
have to pay them competitive salaries," Dr. Burns said, polnting to
faculty salaries as the main factor
in academic quality.
The new vice president said he
believes the slate legislature needs
to become more aware of the faculty salary problem. "I don’t feel
the legislature is purposely neglecting tne problem; rather, it isn’t
fully iv,ire of the seriousness of
the situation." he explained.
On the Califoinia Higher Education Master Plan, Dr. Burns
feels it will have to be modified.
"We can’t single out the state
colleges to merely offer upper division instruction and the University
of California to teach only graduate courses," he said. He added
that many professors would want
to teach both graduate courses
and freshman courses and that the
state colleges and universities
would have to retain some overlapping functions. "We have to
keep the plan flexible and not so
regimented," he said.

of the Omani/111,u of American
States, consultant in higher education in Bolhia to the Alliance
for Progress, consultant for Fill r
bright appointments and cc
of the board of direct,
Eastern Regional Instil
Educa lien.
,
P/Io
Ile wasisi.er
12 educators
ing t’omnic,
Institute t.,
Teaching
Burns is a mend
.kincrican Associatien te, .11, el
vancement of Science. na, Awe,
can Sociological Ass,,eiation and
the American Etite.at lona! Research Association.
Later this semester, Dr. Burns.
his wife and two chil.bec wlh
move to the San .1.

Coeds Fly
For Airlines
This Summer

Two SJS coeds spent II..
mer flying around the
the airlines.
Vicki Davies, a 1966
of SJS, is also a graduate er the
Pan American Airways International Stewardess College in
Miami, Florida. She is serving
Dr. Burns is a native San Franaboard Jet Clipper flights from
ciscan, After World War II, he
San Francisco across the Pacific
entered Menlo College and later
to Hawaii and the Orient.
Stanford where he received his
Sally L. Kolthoff, senior busiB.A., M.A. and Ed.D. degrees.
After receiving his doctorate, he ness major, was based at John F.
taught
at Rutgers University, Kennedy International Airport in
Syracuse University and later Hof- New York and flew the airline’s
situ. He has also taught summer routes from New York and Chisessions at the University of cago to Europe, Africa and Asia.
Hawaii. University of Southern She is a member of Alpha Phi
California and the University of sorority at SJS.
During their training the Re,’
Califotaia at Los Angeles,
In 1959, he was a Fulbright girls acquired such varied acc.’.lecturer at the University of Chile plishments as computing
’
in Santiago.
the-world time change’s anti ..,The educator has authored more rem,/ change, international
than 35 articles for several pro- mentation, first aid, child
fessional magazines and journals. charm and personal groomirr;
He has served as field adviser meal preparation.

Grad Travel Scholarships Available
..:.,,
ommittee
-.el Grants will accept apfor scholarships to study
-,ern Europe until Nov. 1.
ie ,,ttiliated with an Amer’r
nay apply for
,,,,
nest.d.aderal rerch in Irt.
11111-

9

,atal HAS IT!

’11.Thdav. qcntember

Ctveto,1,,..,1.1. .1101 11,11,
gal’)’, the committee announced
Scholarship winners will use then
grants for the 1967-614 acadernii
year.
The Inter-University Committee
is located at Indiana University.

to Downtown
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big wheels on
campus ... a
Macy bike at
fall term savings!

San Jose

_

DANCE! PLAY! EXERCISE!
In perfect fitting,
comfortable

ANSKIN.
TIGHTS
and

LEOTARDS
’,Ioraiwineamtwor,
WOMEN’S and
CHILDREN’S SIZE

if-

for big girls and
little girls.

MEN OR WOMEN’S 26" LIGHTWEIGHT
1, this Fall , . . on a
Pedal your way pleasai t
lightweight 3.speed Macy bike, front and rear brakes,
39.99
saddle seat

of finest
quality stretch
nylon
trtit

LEOTARDS

WE GIVE
BLUE CH P
STAMPS

SCOOP NECKS
ROUND NECKS
TURTLE NECKS
V NECKS

TIGHTS
THEATRICAL MESH
TIGHTS, ALSO WITH
COMFORT SOLE
SHEER TIGHTS, WITH
OR WITHOUT SEAMS
BALLET TIGHTS
MODERN DANCE TIGHTS
TRUNKS
DANCE GIRDLES

CONVENIENT
PARKING VALIDATED

MEN OR WOMEN’S 26" STANDARD
,ster
Ughtweight, easy going bike with
seat. A real buy at this low Macy prl.,

BANKAMERICARD
FIRST NATIONAL CHARGE

65 W.

Men or Women’s Deluxe, 3 -speed bike,
and rear bral,

Santa Clara St.

(BETWEEN FIRST & MARKET)

SAN JOSE

brakes, t..a ,:

Toys, lower level, Mocy’s Valley Fair

PHONE 293-2815

Looking for

USED BOOKS?
Try Us

california book co.
134 E. SAN FERNANDO
and
457 E. SAN CARLOS

Full Refund Given ’til Oct. 7 with Receipt
Open this week Monday thru Thursday ’til 9

32.50

ghtwe;gkt
49.99

4- 4.1’AIII.4

Open Home Season Next Week

DAIL)

That’s one way
to fill their
empty mailbox...

Stanford Just First of Ten for Footballers
Sat urday’s foot ball encounter
They’ll have some sticky-finwith powerful Stanford was just gered receivers in Steve Cox, who
the fitst battle of a tough ten - just missed the school pass catchgame slate for San Jose State ’ ing recold of 40 by two aerials
last year, and converted basket gridders this season.
And with the loss of first-string bailer S. T. Saffold.
Other top picks for snatching
quarterback Bill Casey and the ,
three -to-six week layoff of Martin the tosses are tight ends Bill
Itareaglio, Spartan hopes are not Peterson. Mike Tompkins and
Eldon Milnilland and thinkers
:my brighter.
But the development of back-up John Crivello and Don Peterson.
The backfield spots are questionsignal callers Deny Holman and
Russ Munson promises the SJS able with SJS depending upon
p,tent passing attark.
ryis
! junior college transfers and sophs

Wanted

up from the t rush squad.
Biggest sutprise of the ettth
drills has been Walt Blacklist. t
a 205 pounder moved over to ha ,t
back from his split end posit,. ,
Letterman Bobby Trujillo and .tit
Larry Daniels provide some strong
depth.
The loss of fullback Charley
Harraway,
who rewrote most
rushing marks last sear is to be
filled hopefully by sophomore Bob
Hamilton,
Mesa
J.C.
transit I
Jamie Townsend and Laney J.*

Your Account

For your convenience in opening 114’11,
accounts, we have a new accounts booth
in our parking lot.
Tlw booth (painted school colors) will
be open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. (6 p.m.
on Friday).

... but traveling the mail route can be rough these
days. If you can’t make it yourself, then why not
stuff their mailbox with the next best thing. The
Spartan Daily will make the trip for you every day.
Its faithful, dependable and bulkier than most handwritten letters. Pick up your subscription today in
the Student Affairs Business Office . . . $4.50 per
semester, or $9.00 for the whole year. They’ll love
hearing from you.

Send the

Spar/an (2)ally

home!

transfer Jerrell Andrews.
All-American candidate Mel Tom
heads the line.
Especially strong in the oftenwall. Chuck Rogers, Sam
Moore. Roy Hall and Fred Gereb
Hughes will do most of the work
ot h ways.
Harry Anderson’s crew will open
the home season with the first.
if four Spat tan Stadium games
versus Brigham Young University
iturday at 8 p.m.
BYU beat the SJS crew for the
Hest time in nine tries last year
yn route to the Western Collegiate
A t h let ic Conference title.
Th,. Oregon Ducks, whose forappear swampy, may provide
is.ihle break the following
weekend in Eugene. The Ducks
slipped to a 4-5-1 season in ’63
and lack a strong quarterbach.
Another near-away game runs
up Oct. 15 against Cal at Berkeley. The Bears are another question mark club.
Top small college power San

Let it be our pleasure to
our customer.

serve you

as

BANK OF AMERICA
i For

"or yonienience

Second & San Carlos Branch

Diego State moves into Spartan
, Stadium the ensuing Saturday,
tOct. 15. San Diego consistently
ranks among the top ten in small
college ranks.
A least -known team figures to
give the Spartans a severe test
Oct. 22. The Panhandle contest
will pit SJS versus the nation’s
No. 2 passer last year. Accurate
, Billy Stevens will aim for a talent el group of receivers. including
Chuck Hughes. Bob Wallace and
Chuck Anderson.
Giving an indication of their
scoring prowess, the Texans battled to a 43-41 score. Of 221 passes,
67 were completed for 1,087 yards
and eight touchdowns.
Usually reliable University of
eacific, with ambitions of tuining
Tiger this year. tackles SJS the
following weekend in Stockton.
SJS is 2344-5 against UOP and
has rung up easy wins in recent
years.
Something new awaits the Spartans Nov. 5 with a home date
against the University of Idaho,
led by pre-season All-American
pick Ray McDonald.
Losses light in numbers, but
heavy in talent, will hinder Utah
State which plays host to the Spartans Nov. 12.
Gone from the 8-2 unit of last
year are All-American Roy Shiveis
and Mary Kendrick. Only nine
lettermen are gone with 34 returning.
Closing out the home campaign
will be Fresno State in another
afternoon battle,
Fresno pulled out a 24-18 upset
over the Spartans last year to
up their series mark to 13-17-1.
The Bulldogs were 7-4 last year
and expert to he stronger.

We’re Busting at the Seams
With Used Books !I !

Shop Early. .. Save 25% on Used Books
OPEN EVENINGS
UNTIL NINE

Our Texts Are
Conveniently Arranged
by Course

f3telaBOOK

Taiented Freshmen
To Spark Spartababes
The finest

lineup of tAlent

ii

Spartan frosh history C.1111/1iCi1 I.
week and opens scrimmage today.
Frosh cialeh John Webb expects
to have great ability ;did tremendous depth at all positions.
Heading the prospects is Nliki
Sczivner from Hogan
in
Vallejo. According to Webb, Stanford coach John Ralston rated
Scrivner the outstanding player in
the annual North -South Shrine
game in Los Angeles this summer.
"He’ll play 60 minutes," prom1ses the jubilant coach. A crashing
fullback on offense, he also has
speed, 9.8, to rank as a rugged
defensive back. In the Shrine contest, Scrivner set a game teem:if
For tackles.
Joel Stonebreaker earns Webb’s
plaudits as SJS’ top guard prospect in history.
Strong in the line, fellow Shrine
star Jim Ferryman, who made 19
unassisted tackles in one game,
is another of the highly rated
Wish.
Webb expects another seven of
the recruits, in addition to the
trio mentioned, could play ball at
any college. And he expects sonic

High

,

aos’ Four Top Amateurs
In SJS Exhibition

surprise deselopments from the
it hers.
Among the anticipated seyen
include John Abernathy, a Shrine
Game tackle; Dave Brigham, all Northern California halfback and
state wrestling champ ;1701; Gary
Henry. Shrine alternate at linebacker; Rudolph Lucas, all -San
Francisco City, a 6-foot 3-inch
tight end and 10.1 spinier; Ed
Pafford. All-American tackle and
Shrine star; Jim Paxton, all -Los
Angeles linebacker, and Neil Powers. all -Northern California halfback.
Preferring not to mention any
of the outstanding quarterbacks.
Webb notes, "I’d rather let them
move themselves first."
Among signal calling prospects
are Carl Armstrong, Co-Most Valuable Back in Orange County, anti
Bob Cushman.
The Spartilbabes own their
seven-game season Oct. 7 at San
Quentin. Other contests are scheduled with Taft, one of the top
ten junior college units in the
country. Stanford and the University of California freshmen.
Practice began Thursday with
orientation drills.

Des:
I lston, the No. 1 tennis
player in the United States, is the,
latest addition to the star-studded
tennis exhibition slated fur Spartan Gym next Monday.
Rounding out the netters will
be Australian Roy Emerson, Spaniard Manuel Santana, and another
Aussie Fred Stolle.
Santana will duel Emerson in
the feature match.
Emerson is regarded the best
amateur tennis player in the
world. Ile grabbed the coveted
Wimbledon titles in 1964 and ’65.
An injured shoulder this year prevented his defense of the crown.
Santana rates as the amateur.
tour’s most colorful star. He
fought to the Wimbledon title this
year and took thiy U.S. singles
titles last year.
In the preliminary bout, Stolle
will face Ralston.

-4""arseur4;..

ONE OF FOUR of the wcrld s top amateurs at the SJS tennis
exhibition next Monday is Roy Emerson, generally considered
the best in his field. A two-time Wimbledon winner, he will duel
Manuel Santana in the feature match.

Stolle is regarded as one of the
world’s top net ters and he increased his ratings last week by
winning at Forest Hills. He usually
has been considered a No. 2 man
behind the awesome Emerson.
Ralston was a finalist at Wimbledon this year and has been

in tiered the foremost U.S tennis
player.
’rickets for the evening affair.
which will begin at 7:30 with
Ralston versus Stolle, are $1 for
students and $3 for adults.
Ducats are available at the StuAffairs Office, Gordon’s
dent
Spurt Shop and most tennis and

-.1’ 1LRT

Cage Coaches
Hold Meetings
:
i/.111111),

:0:111 Morrison are holdineitite, this week for prosIn..

111.1 \

ate asked
nil Is Morrison tomorrow
;it 2,:tit 11.111. in a1G201.
’.irsity prospects meet Winesday, in NIG201 at 3:45 pre ’,i. an
,,ling
’it ill?
F11,11I11011 1..11111111111teS

111 1111,1

swim clubs in the area.
-

SAVE 25%
ON USED BOOKS
LARGEST STOCK
IN
THE AREA
cpaPtalt geekitoe
"Right on Campus"

Weak
ID_A_Ftrr.A.1\T

S(1rt’.

28.110 value!

men’s washable wool shirts sale

men’s ivy wool sport coat special

18G9

59G
Ilandsome short sleeve styles with but.
hut down collars in new fall plaids.
Thole of 95’,; wool and 5("/( nylon for
longer wearing. Tapered fit in men’s
si/es S-M-1.-Xl..

,..t) les lit
Three loutiom flap p;,;
solid colors. hived... Plaid.. and herringbones. excellent fit. Dim 111 1111. Im%
o
prier ue ea lllll make alterations.
reg.. 38-1() long.

Hares Metes Wear, Street Floor

Hares Wen’s If ’air. Street Floor

reg. I I.00-15.95!
reg. 2.98-4.00!

V-neck pullovers in lamb’s

men’s short sleeve ivy sport

wool

or mohair and wool ..save today!

shirts in plaid or stripes

0111’ Its o 1
111

Ile lii

II:Mil-01111%

1.111111

liii dotii

roiiiii

,t)ie

1%0.-11.11111’ 111111111...l.111111,1

111’1’.11 %.161.1%

l 111.\% liii Il’111111’,

Sae!

T.1111’1’011 1111 111 111111.-

II,,

reff
1- 79e!
men’s white corespun crew socks

111,,

Stre,l floor

reeogni/e
Famous name
1’1* -.1
Ii) an instant ... ibis
tile vainini, ’,neater conies in camel.
imported
greet, and
%%4101 01’ 11111111111’ and isiod.
Hares Ileri’s 0 ear. Street Floor

SHOP DOWNTOWN MONDAY

THURSDAY

590
foot

Comfortable
1’0111111

111

1’10111’

,01111

%%11111’

lined corduroy or nylon jackets
eorespim
01’

ssltiie

all your
rastial %sear or sports ... long %caring
in sizes 10 to I I.
%1 1111

11111

111.141’1’t rill

Hares lien’. 1 ’,u,.Str,-,’i Floor

DAILY-5

Nam% ilielea lined ,00ltio, ol guilt 1111,1 is- II’
11, .111. pi, 1. I fill!
.111I
nylon vsitli Jill
mop,. ol
I
NII
navy, green. lirann, or lisliti.
anothpr
initie!
Flirt’. Littver FI,nor, San Jo..

FRIDAY ’TIL 9... SANTA CLARA AT MARKET STREETS

c -

5s, 1)511

Nfond.is September 1, WA

Spartan Daily
Classifieds
FOR SALE (31
LIKE NEW

QUIET APTS. for ser;ous
’’
-e Cm.irt.- Just OCrOSS frc,
i
s
dym. 271 5. 4th.
t
FURNISHED ROOMS. Male student:
, Reds kitchen priv. No smoking or drinking.
2.n’.. San $10 & Sit. 293.3088.
SERVICES. I 81

HELP WANTED 141
PROFESSOR S

21 & MARRIED. Receive one 25 or over
_ insJrance. Liability net $67
dve Towle. 244-9600.

WIFE

To place an ad:
HOUSING IS)

Call of
Cla,,4ied Adv. Office J206

TWO G RLS

Daily

ts5

10:30-3:30
TWO ROOMS

Send in handy order blank. Enclose
cash or check. Make check out to
Spartan Daily Classifieds.

PO DM FOR RENT

Is buy. sell, rent or
announce anything.
lust fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Send to Spartan Oat!,
CLASSIFIEDS
1206. San lose Slate
College San Jose
CAI 95114.

Phone 294-6414. Eit 2465

With 4th-Period Comeback

Minimum
Three lines

One time

Three times

Frye times

3 lines

1.50

2.25

2.50

4 lines

2.00

2.75

3.00

5 lines

2.50

3.25

3.50

6 lines
A this
’mount for
oath add,
I ’’al line

3.00

3.75

4.00

.50

.50

.50

111P IMIP

’Greater Interest
In Peformance’

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

_1 I _.

A

k. A I

i 1

Town&Country
Village

Dollars

fn. 1

f
’

;

1

-7-S1

r’r

1

CR’’’

’’’il:-

7

Print your ad here:
(Count approomately 33 letters and Spaces
tor Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate

Announcements
Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)
Help Waned (4)
housing (5)
ant and Found (61
enrsonals (7)
,tervices
Iranspnitiitinn

No refunds possible on canceled ads.

Name

Address
Phone

Start ad on

\

ria

For

outstanding lintents entering the
teachingprofession.
A 1960 graduate of Serra High
School in San Bruno. Gaviglio ;Htended the University of San
Franviseo prior to coming to SJS

y r ill 17 41; i C 11[1

CLASSIFIED RATES

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

City

Glen Gaviglio Receives Pardee Scholarship
Glen V. Gaviglio, San Jose State’ Gaviglio, son of Mr. and Mrs.
StanfordEleven Tops Spartans I ’allege
graduate student majoring’ Mario Gaviglio, 328 Cypress, San
ta sociology. has been awaided the Br ono, is the first recipient of
this scholarship recently estab111166-67 Helen Newhall Pardee
lished by the Board of Trustees
ihe
ut. $3(alof the California State Colleges for
r
it "wanted from raw. I
After hitt int \ Itke Tompkins
Both teams exchanged the tall six, Holman dal." and "..’.is
I’
as the breaks seemed to split even, the first down at the Staint., .1
But Washington put the Tribe But the price was hiiih ;Is 11.11,,..,
on the move and rolled in for 21- staggered from the arena.
C’oming into the fire, Mon.. .1:
16 from four yards out as the final
hit Cox twice before the inlet
quarter began.
Knowing they needed two to in- caption closed the coffin.
sure a tie, if they had to settle for
a field goal later in the afternoon,
Washington hit Abena on a twopoint conversion and it stood SJS
21, Stanford 18.
Clement Hutchinson, director of
Obviously tiring, and with Bill the wind ensemble and the sumPeterson, Mike Spitzer, Black - mer sessions horn), notes an inledge, Bobby Trujillo among the creased interest in music perform in this summer’s groups The
injured on the sidelines, the Spartans saw Washington move in for hand includes many mite high
nore
seven more via the air route with situp,’ musi .
a 31 -yard bomb to Bob Conrad music. clits,ritom le:letter, than in
past years.
doing the damage.
More misfortunes and Stanford
Pritfessor I Tu’ehitvith imittis to
;wormed ready to pour it on, hut the classrivim teachers as es Hence
Spitzer returned to intercept on rif this new interest in performing
the Spartan 14.
with musical groups. Ile is greatly
Three tosses to Cox moved San pleased that the idea of culture
Jose to the 19 but a pushing pen- beginning %%Mt performance and
alty put them back to the Sioirtan not by reiirling theory books fin:illy is living recognized.
36.

days.

Enclosed is $

tifIE

"Ti-lE ’ct

v

EV:

r

OPEN 5 NIGHTS
’TIL 930

6- :7

c"-;RAN7-

SATURDAY TO 5:30

A.

PARTAN

OOKSTORIE

Welcomes you back with

Save 25% cash
All books for all classes and returns Must have
cash register receipt
guaranteed until Oct. 8th
cpaptan &Stowe
Right on Campus"

10,

PARTAN DAILY
nin
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College Union
Construction

--Photo by Pal Sequeire
SCALE MODEL of SJS’ College Union illustrates future plans
for what is now a parking lot at Ninth and San Antonio streets.
Completion date has been rescheduled for 1968.

Pres. Clark Addresses F rosh Camp

Today’s Students ’More Sop histicated’
Pres. Robert D. Clark last week
appraised this year’s incoming
freshmen and transfer students
as "exhuherant, anxious and frustrated!’ and eager -to embark on
their educational experiences.
The president had just returned
Irons the annual Freshman Camp
held at Asilomar, near Monterey.
where he talked with several freshmen and transfer students,
"I found that the nc. -I ident s

are very sophisticated compared
with those in generations past,"
Dr. Clark emphasized. "Even the
freshman students are very much
aware of their surroundings, and
they will become even more aware
as time progresses," he added.
The president was optimistic
about the coming academic year
and also stressed the need for
voter approval of Proposition 2,
state construction bond issue to

Historian To Open
ASB Forum Series
The 1966-67 Forum Series has
scheduled four speakers for the
fall semester and two for the
spring term.
Opening date is Nov. 7, when
C. Northente Parkinson, author of
’Parkinson’s taw," will be on campus for a two-day visit.
The humorist and internationaly
recognized historian will speak
Nov. 8 in Morris Dailey Auditorium at 8 p.m. Thousands have
studied his hilarious and astute
analysis of the "laws" governing
business operations in corporations
and even families.
He has leettired at Harvard, the
Universities of Illinois, Indiana,
and California and England and
Scandinavia.
Dr. Murray Banks, psychologist,
will visit. classes Nov. 28 and ’29
with a lecture Nov. 29 in Concert
Hall at 8 p.m.

Professor Writes
Cyprus History
Dr. E. P. Panagopoulos, professor of history, will review his article on Cyprus for the 1967 edition of Collier’s Encyclopedia.
In his article, Dr. Panagnpoulos
discusses the history, geography,
economic and political life of this
Mediterranean island nation.
A native of Athens, Greece, Dr.
Panagopoulos has contributed as
to Encyclopedia Americana
and New International Year Book.
Articles have also appeared in
American Historical Review. Journal of Modern History and Florida
Historical Quarterly.
A member of the SIS faculty
since 1956. Dr. Panagopoulos received both a law degree and a
M.A. from the Univeisity of Athens. Ile was awarded a Ph.D. in
American history from the Vitit.r
WY of Chicago.

The nationally known humorist,
and lecturer is the a u th or of
"What To Do Until the Psychiatrist Comes."
On Dec. it, Dr. Rollo May,
White Institute of Psychiatry,
Psychoanalysis and Psychology.
Dr. May is a practicing psychoanalyst and professor of clinical
psychology at New York University. He is also the author of the
"Meaning of Anxiety" and is a
fellow of the William Alanson
author of "Man’s Search for Himself," will lecture in Concert Hall
at 12:30 p.m.
The last guest speaker of the
Associated Students for the fall
semester will be Dr. Jean Houston,
professor of philosophy and authority on psychedelic drug research.
Dr. Houston is recognized as a
dynamic and brilliant speaker. The
author has made television appearances and radio broadcasts on
the subject of LSD and other
psychedelic drug research.
She will be here Jan. 9 and 10,
1967, and will lecture on her second day at 8 p.m. in Concert Hall.
In 1967 Cohn Wilson will open
the spring semester series. He is
one of Britain’s liveliest literary
figures and is the author of "The
Outsider" and "Beyond t.he Outsider."
Innovator, iconoclast, philosopher, critic and novelist, CrilM Wilson has sometimes been railed
"The Elder Statesman of the
Angry Young Men."
Director, producer, and playwright Joshua Logan ("Fanny,"
"Mister Roberts," and "South Pacific") will speak May 2, at 8 p.m.
In Morris Dailey Auditorium on
"The Most Powerful Force in the
World: The Performing Arts."
The Emaini Series is being coordinated this year by the College
Union Program Board. The lectures are open to the college and
conuntinity withialt coat.

appear on the Nov. 8 ballot.
"Much of our future expansion
of educational facilities depends
on whether this issue is passed
by the voters," Dr. Clark said.
"We need additional facilities to
handle the ever increasing enrollment here at SJS. We haven’t
replaced the facilities we lost when
the Tower Hall complex was torn
down," he cited as an example.
Discussing the college’s re-

Improvement
In Teaching
NDEA Goal
San Jose State College is the
site of seven National Defense Education Act institutes, designed
primarily to upgrade the effectiveness of teaching through the junior college level.
SJSC also is sponsoring a reading institute in Versoix, Switzerland. It is conducted by Robert
Bainbridge, SJS assistant professor of education.
Among the institutes held at
SJS were a history institute, a
library institute, an institute for
educational media, a reading institute, and three mathematic institutes for junior high and high
school teachers.
The institutes were financed by
$2.65 million in funds made available by the NDEA anti the National Science Foundation.
Forty-five institutes were offered at 13 state colleges and
nearly 2,000 students most I y
teachers -- attended.

’66 Tower List
Ifl anning
Compilation 01 the 1966 Tower
list will begin next month, chairman David Cunrliff said today.
The Tower List, an evaluation
of S.IS professors by their students, is published each year by
Tim Delta Phi, men’s scholastic
fraternity.
Next month, evaluation cards
for the last two semesters will be
distributed by Tau Deli members.
"If things go according to ached tile we should have the list published in time for sharing registration," reports Roger Allen, publicity chairman.
More than 1100 roplea of the
W65 Tower List were sold,

organization plan, the president
explained that it would make the
various divisions (now termed
schools) more autonomous within
the state college structure. "Faculty must have control in the
planning and administration of the
staffs of the schools. "Dr. Clark
stressed.
Dr. Clark called the two-year
humanities program in operation
at SJS "the most significant curricular innovation" the college has
experienced.
"By placing these students together for two years in this pro-

gram, we can combat bigness,"
the president explained. He added
that this integrated program
eliminates "fragmented" education
students receive when they take
a class in one area with a group
of students and then never see
these students again in their other
classes. "By keeping these students
together this program can help
students educate each other," he
explained.
Dr. Clark said he hopes that
more students eventually become
involved in such programs as the
current humanities curricula.

Senior Named Editor
Of Fall Sparta Life
Stephen E. Ames, senior maga- fall as sports editor for the Santa
zine journalism major, has been (Clara Journal.
named editor-in -chief of Sparta
He was married in August to
Life, SJS feature magazine, for the former Carol Nelson of Mount
the fall semester.
Shasta, a registered nurse at Good
Ames, 26, a native of Lafayette, Samaritan Hospital in San Jose..
worked on the high school paper
at Acalanes in Lafayette, a junior
college weekly at Diablo Valley
College and the Spartan Daily at
SJS.
He also worked on weekly newspapers in Lafayette, Walnut Creek,
San Jose and Santa Clara and
A
daily newspapers in Mountain
View and Martinez.
While serving as information
specialist with the Army in Fort
Ry CHARLES PA NKRATZ
Lee, Va., he bream editor of the
Your professor has a heart atbase newspaper, The Traveller.
Ames spent the past summer tack and slumps over the lectern.
working as a reporter-photog- The person next to you keels
rapher on the West Valley Times over. A student injures himself in
In San Jose, and began work this the gym.
What. do you do? First you run
to a phone and dial "0" and tell
the campus operator about, the
problem. She will then notify the
emergency division of the health
health service building and within
minutes someone would come to
you with help.
Ever since a committee overhauled the campus health system
two years ago the health center
has been functioning at. a new
clip.

Completion of the $4.5 million
SJS College Union is anticipated
"some time in ’68, we hope," according to Roger Rodzen, union
director.
lie said planning and approval
phases of construction have been
completed and the contract for
working drawings has been signed.
Construction will begin "some
time this spring," according to
Rodzen.
He explained the current contract covers all work from now
until completion of the building.
Sub-contracts will be signed to
cover actual construction and landscaping for the $4.5 million building.
Financing for the three story
structure comes from gifts, contributions, self-assessed student
fees and a $3.24 million federal
loan from the Housing and Home
Finance Agency.

Architect for the 140,000 squareKump
foot building is Ernest
Associates of Palo Alto. There are
plans for an ai.dition of 20,000
square feet in the future.
The space will be used for lounge
areas, meeting and dining space,
recreation areas, informal reading
and browsing lounge, music listening facilities, bookstore, gallery,
exhibit space and other facilities.
There are plans to add a fourth
level addition with a 450 seat
theater, meeting rooms, alumni
of Ii ce s, international students’
lounge and arts and crafts facilities.
Long range plans call for a 2,000
seat theater.
Rodzen explained the expansions
planned will depend on how heavily
the students use the union when
it is completed.

Three Grads Complete
Peace Corps Training
Three San Jose State graduates
have completed training with the
Peace Corps and have been assigned to overseas posts.
Former SJS student body president Stephen Jon Larson received
nine weeks training at Howard
University, Washington, D.C., and
was assigned to Guyana (formerly
British Guiana).
Graduates Sergei Heurlin and
Wayne Rhoten were sent to Ghana
following 11 weeks training at
Teachers College, Columbia University, New York.
Larson’s group, which left for
Guyana Sept. 10, will teach in
elementary and secondary schools
throughout the country. Subjects
to be taught will range from math
and science to vocational education.
Technical studies at Howard
University emphasized methods of
teaching and principles of community development.
Heurlin. a 1965 SJS grad, and
his wife Patricia were to leave
Sept. 11 for Ghana to replace
Peace Corps volunteers now teaching in Ghanian secondary schools.

They will be assigned as mathematics and science teachers.
Rhoten, who is a graduate of the
SJS class of 1966, also was assigned to a teaching past in a
Ghanian secondary school.
During their training at Teachers College, the Ghana volunteers
studied the Twi language, Ghanian
history and culture, contemporary
U.S. social problems and world
affairs. They also studied educational methods and had several
weeks of practice teaching in New
York City schools.

Journalism Grads
Ph.D. Candidates
Ron Bottini, former Spartan
Daily editor, and Donald E. BrigSJS, have
nob, 1964 graduates
each received a master of arts degree from the University of Missouri, Columbia, in the field of
journalism.
Both are members of Sigma Delta Chi, national professional journalistic society, and are Ph.D candidates at the University of Missouri’s School of Journalism.

ollege Health Service
ids i n Emergencies

.

STEVE AMES
. . Sparta Life Editor

COOPERATIVE RESPONSE
According to Dr. T. J. Gray, director of the Health Service, "The
response has been very co-operative." Ile urges students never to
feel reluctant to call the health
serviee unit. about an injury.
"You never can tell what, is
wrong with a person until a
trained physician has a look." And
the emergency department has a

large crew to aid emergencies.
There are eight full time physicians on duty and two more are
on strictly emergency duty at all
times.
They work from 7:30 to 5 every
day. For evening classes. Monday
through Thursday, a nurse is on
duty from 5 to 10 in the Health
Building.
Dr. Gray advises people not to
get overly excited about an emergency, but to he calm when phoning information because it is sometimes difficult to understand upset.
people over the phone.
Give full information on where,
what, when and how the accident
occurred, Dr. Gray advises. Also
give a brief description of the injuries involved, "Nine out of ten
calls could not he called dire
emergencies, but it is always good
to be alert enough to call," he said.
The Health Service has plenty of
facilities to use to give the best
service. There is one vehicle always ready to transport the injured, and the security echelon has
a beep always ready to go in the
kJ/irking garage.

Dr. Gray said he would like to
see the state give the college a
panel truck so stretcher cases
could be handled herr. That is
why an ambulance from the city
has to be called.
Since there is a small incidence
of serious cases, Dr. Gray feels it
is economically unfeasible to have
a college andmilanee ready to go at
3 OR 3 CASES
all times.
"There are only two or three
serious cases a year," he reported.
He strongly endorses the ambulanee services in San Jose and
said they are doing a very fine
job.
Any student can use emergency
aid even though he does not have
school insurance coverage. Bid.
only insured students can use the
full facilities for a major problem.
Dr. Gray urges all students confronted by these problems never to
hesitate in taking advantage of
the services offered.
The emergency aid station is
located at the southeast corner of
the campus at Ninth and San Carlos streets.
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Radio-TV Center
Broadcasts Daily
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SJS Divisions
Reorganized
Into Schools
As part of the college reorganiplan academic divisions
JS will be replaced by six two
schools beginning this semesiet
They ale The School of Ai Iii
Arts and Sciences, The School or
Business, The School of Educat iii
The Schuia of Engineering, Ttie
School M Humanities and the Arts,
and The School of Natural Sciences.
Ni. also this semester are four
undergraduate degree programs.
They are: B.A. in anthropology.
B.A. in behavioral sciences, B.A.
in speech correction and audiology.
and B.S. in physics.
Two undergraduate minors, Japanese and radio-television, will be
offered fur the first time this semester.
A reorganization of the curriculum of The School of Business will
become effective this semester.
Business will now offer only one
degree, B.S. in business administration. Business majors however,
will be allowed concentrations in
eight areas: accounting, finance,
management, manpower administration. marketing, office adminestate, and risk and
istration,

Many new things are happening
this semester in the SJS Radio
and TV Center of the Department
of Journalism and Advertising.
The year will begin with entirely
talent produced programs for
iwitto and TV. Two programs will
be broadcast daily over KSJS
radii), and a daily program is
planned to be produced with Channel 11 TV soon after the semester
begins.
Greatly expanded and separate
TV and radio newsrooms, plus the
toaster control room will be available this semester, according to
Gordon Greb, associate professor
of journalism. Coverage of campus
events will continue "with both
tape recorder and pencil."

,
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Committee Plans
For Parents’ Day
The 1966 Parents’ Day Committee will meet tomorrow at 3 p.m.
in the College Union council chambers.
All members of the committee
are requested to attend this meeting. The fourth annual Parents’
Day is scheduled for Oct. 15,

vides instructional programming for many SJS classes.

TESTING EQUIPMENT at SJS’ Instructional Television center
(ITV} is operations manager Glen Pensinger. The center pro.

FOREIGN NEWS EDITOR
For the first time at SJS, a
foreign news editor will monitor
shortwave broadcasts internationally. Associated Press wire service
will be used to back up the monitoring.
The radio documentary unit will
continue to produce specials. The
unit has won awards in the past.
Among them was a Sigma Delta
Chi, professional journalistic soeiety, award.
"TV news programs will use

more film. News film teams will
be on the spot with cameras. I
hope each event will have a story
in it. We will be able to show
people what goes on at SJS
through Channel 11," Greb noted.
The major responsibility for producing the programs rests with
Journalism 115-radio and TV journalism students. Assistance will be
provided in covering events by
150A radio news and 15013 ’IN
news students.
LAM i EST STAFF
The radio and TV 115 repot tedly
will have the largest and most experienced staff ever. Many have
worked on professional stations.
Gary Whitman worked for KM
in Los Angeles, Mary Saksenu for
KNTV, San Jose; and Jim Cork rum for KCRA, Sacramento, Professor Greb worked for KABC-TV
in Los Angeles this summer. He
has worked in the three major
networks. ABC, CBS, and NBC.
Radio 150A is held from 10:3011:30 Monday and Wednesday, and
TV 150B is from 7-9:45 Mondays.
The senior staff, or Radio and TV
115 works daily from 1:30-4:30.
"There is still room for interested,
imaginative, and creative students," said Professor Greb,

TrusteesFund Program

Philippine’ Market’
Teaching Methods Scrutinized Held at Bookstore

A program of experiments in
teaching methods designed to improve instruction in the 18 California State Colleges was approved
by the college system Board of
Trustees meeting at San Francisco
State College Sept. 8.

Tlic board will ask the State
Legislature tor $19 million next
year for financing the project
Dr. Glenn S. Dumke, state college chancellor, said the program
is the first of its type in the system.
"It will encourage bold, imag-

inative new ideas to improve the
effectiveness of college instruction," Dtanke said.
The Academic Senate, official
voice of the state college faculty.
feels the new experimentation program will be welcomed by the college professors.

Our texts are conveniently
arranged by course!
To

WI( tr
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Dumke said that he would ask
the colleges to present specific
ideas for experimental ion.
The plan was part of a $12.4 million request for funds in 1967-68
to finance new programs and improve others in the college system.
Other requested allocations at
the meeting included $2.9 million
to widen the faculty sabbatical
leave program. Another $2.4 million was requested to reduce the
teaching load at the graduate
level, $1.1 million to improve educational television instruction, $1.6
million to improve institutional
-ladies including automatic data
; wessing personnel and equiplit, as well as smaller amounts
start planning for the new Kern
c,ncrity State College and to fi- wee special faculty leave for re.arch and creative activities, moving expense in faculty recruitment,
and the expansion of admission and
! financial staffs.
Ways to reduce the current unbrgraduate teaching load of 12
r,l1I’S per week was also discussed
.,1 the meeting.

"Operation Tagalog" was recently launched in the bookstore.
In a unique experiment to bolster proficiency in Tagalog, the
Philippine language, for the 150
Peace Corps trainees at SJS, the
Peace Corps staff and Harry Wineroth, manager of the Spartan
Bookstore, devised a "special"
shopping tour.
Native Filipinos, in their colorful
dress, manned all the purchase
stations, and spoke only their native tongue.
Given a shopping list in Tagalog,
the trainees were turned free to
"purchase" the required items.
Most of the articles on the list
consisted of supplies they would
have to buy in the Philippines.
All the trainees are now across
the Pacific working as mathematics, science or English teaching
assistants.
PRICE HAGGLE
During their "shopping tour,"
the trainees had to find all the
items on their lists, ask questions,
haggle over the prices ta common

practice in the Philippines), and
go thrtsigit the checkout counter.
Manned by a Filipino, this was
the final stop for the trainees..
Although no money was required,
the trainees had to discuss prices
with the cashier.
The bookstore staff then returned all the merchandise to the
counters.
BEWILDERED CUSTOMERS
Harry Wineroth, the manager,
commented: "Many of our regular
customers were a little bewildered
during the afternoon, and my staff
had a big task keeping things
moving, but we consider this another solid performance in our
role as a service operation to the
instructional program."
Robert G. Schneider, coordinator
of language studies for the SJS
Peace Corps, praised the bookstore
staff and the entire experiment,
saying, "This type of cooperative
effort exemplifies the best in the
Peace Corps tradition."
The final verdict: A great
"sales" success.
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First ISO Meeting
Slated for Friday;
Seek New Members
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Open
Mon.-Thur. until 9 p.m.
Fri. and Sat., 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

We’ve Done It Again
Bring this coupon to Silva Service for your
$10 worth of LYN stamps. Silva Service now
offers you free stamps and the finest car
care at budget prices and nationally known
gasoline at discount prices.

Valuable Coupon
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330 South Tenth Street
across from the men’s dorms

Free
$10
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Good only at
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NAME

EZY CASH STAMPS
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
Valid Dates: Exp;res Oct. I

I

LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER

ADULTS ONLY

row nr-arrtnalwrcorriny-sty vvernirtonrNtia(eorrirrivi-;-.iilii

All credit cards honored
78 S 4th

SILVA SERVICE

295-8968

Late for Class? Well Park If For You.

The first fall meeting of the
International Students Organization will be held Friday, Sept, 23,
at 3:30 p.m. in Cafeteria A & B.
According to T. C. Gosalia, publieit,y chairman, the purpose of ISO
is to increase mutual understanding and friendship between foreign
and American students.
Gosalia said membership is open
to both American students and to
the 700 SJS foreign students representing 46 different countries.
Fall semester officers were
elected at the end of last semester.
They are Miss Dish Wallace, president; Uri Barneah, vice president;
Miss Cecilia Bowman, secretary;
Anil Desai, treasurer; T. C. (Iceails, publicity chairman, and Miss
Sarah Shehabi, social chairman.

Board Suggests
Parking Fee Hold
For State Colleges
A proposal to hold the line on
student parking fees for another
year was received in July by the
State College Board of Trustees.
A staff report, however, warned
that parking fees may have to be
raised slightly In 1967 to meet increase costs.
The fees have remained $13 a
semester for full time students
since they were first established
in 1959
The report also recommended
that the fee schedule remain uniform throughout the 18 campuses
despite varying costs of constattion of parking facilities.
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SJS Product of Name Changes, TV Microteaching Comes
History of School Is Reported To Elementary Ed Dept.

By EMA LIE WEBB
What’s in a name? Would San
Jose State College by any other
name be as large and thriving a
campus as it is this summer?
Probably not - for each change
of name this college has undergone has seen a growth phenomenal in enrollment and progressively expanding in size and construction.
Beginning as Minns’ Evening
Normal School in San Francisco,
today’s SJS initiated its educational career in 1857. The evening
school was founded specifically to
provide better-trained teachers for
San Francisco’s new school system.
Five years later, a group of educators-- George Minns, Andrew J.
Moulder, and others -- convinced
the state legislature to finance a
few months of what was now the
California State Normal School.
ROUGH CITY

But San Francisco was a rough
city in the 1860s and there were
few Paladins around to protect impressionable young ladies from "so
unsuitable an environment." Efforts were begun to move the
campus.
The new campus was a political
plum and "Choose me" statements
were volleyed back and forth
across the state as several communitiesamong them, Berkeley,
San Francisco, Oakland, Stockton,
Sacramento vied for the honor
of the new campus site. Said one
pro-San Josean of the 1860s, "San
Jose should be as synonymous
with education as Stockton is with
insanity!"
The decision to move the California State Normal School to San
Jose came in 1870 after city officials and the San Jose Railroad

Aerospace Meet
SJS aeronautics majors are invited to attend a meeting tomorrow night at 7:30 in AB114. The
history of the aeronautics department will be reviewed and future
activities will be discussed, according to Gerald Shreve, assistant
professor of aeronautics.

Company presented free passes to
180 students and faculty who!
toured Washington Square.
This was a low, marshy area at ,
Fourth and San Fernando which!
aptly suited Principal William I
Lucky’s request for grounds "sufficient for a school, boarding
house, and enough land for keeping cows and raising vegetables."
PEOPLE WERE HAPPY
The people of San Jose were
"happy then to have a school in
their midst" for, said the journ..1uf the day, "Unlike a college ot
state university that attracts many
fast and mischievous young men,
not a desirable acquisition to any
community. the Normal School
comprises the most desirable class
of young people."

cosAs the college gue,
mopolit an and expanded its cur.
ricula to fields of law enforcement. business, engineering, .ind
science, moves were made to
change its name. After 14 years
as a "teachers’ college." the school
became San Jose Slate CoHere
in 1935
With it-. name changes. S.IS
.
passed I o un ci ,.1111141,"
ladies arid c,ra

IS:.

through its gold rush days when
at tendance of 31 fell to 25 as men
r.tn
to pan for gold. It survived
its 0%6 War days when all entering students in 1862 had to sign
a lifetime contract to teach in
California schools.
Today, San Jose State, with its
entollinent of 20300 and close to
11.,is 10 during tire stuntner, is the
I..rcest as %%ell as the oldest state
....liege in Calilornia.
_
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Dumke Predicts 7 More
State Colleges by 1981
..re lung-established, we are
By 1981 th,i
1.. I onate to be free from the inlege system t%
to "at ertia associated with older syspresent 18 state coll..
least 25 state colleges. I dorm S. tems and institutions. But we,
Dumke, Chancellor 01 the Califor- too, are vulnerable to institutional
nia State Colleges, made this pre- chy-rot, and we must guard against
diction in a report to the Board
of Trustees last Mc*.
In addition to expansion ol
I
number of state
predicts a rise in cost p.
due to inflation, the need
tional resources, and the it
number of upper division titi,1
trate students.

After the move in 1871, the campus occupied temporary quarters
at the Santa Clara Street and
Reed Street Schools.
The new class building, impressive for its day, faced Fourth and
San Antonio Streets. It was a
building of "great and magnificently appointed rooms."
The "magnificent edifice," however, was destroyed by fire on Feb.
10, 1880. The San Jose Mercury
ran the story under headlines that
read THE NORMAL SCHOOL IN
THE JAWS OF DEATH and covered the story in journalistic style
that told of "the overpowering
awe of the devouring fury of hell worms, that crawled under the
heel of a giant."
TWO BUILDINGS
On ,the same site, the State
erected two larger brick buildings
which stood until the 1900 earthquake. By now, the school was
called San Jose State Normal
School.
The buildings that included the
Tower Hall structure were finished in 1910 and students and
faculty moved in after four years
"temporary"
in
operating
of
shackS set up after the earthquake.
In 1921, the normal schools of
California became teachers’ colleges. The first A.B. degree from
San Jose State Teachers College
was awarded two years later.

California State Collec.have a combined enrollm II
300,000 students by 1981. "An
nual operating budget of neat t:
half a billion dollars may well be,
required," according to Chancellor
Dumke,
In the future Dumke predict..1
that state colleges will become
more dependent on federal funds
for the support of many specialized programs such cis student
loans, research grants, fin,tti.tint,
of classrooms, libraries and re-idonee halls.
"As we look ahead to 1981, said
the Chancellor, "we see a vision of
true greatness for the California
State Colleges. As a young system,
drawing on the strengths of a 100year tradition, the California State
Colleges will have the hest of two
worlds. Although change is often
difficult when institutional aelivi-

Prof Wins
Fulbright,
Studies Irish

Mrs. Leslie Owen, assistant professor of English, is spending six
months in Dublin, Ireland, on a
Fulbright award. The award is a
one-year grant to study Irish literature. Mrs. Owen is seeking her
Ph.D. in Celtic languages.
Mrs. Owen left in August for six
months at Trinity College where
:he will spend the first three
months at University College in
Galway.
While there she will talk with
native Irishmen as a part of her
doctoral studies.
A graduate of the University of
California at Berkeley, she joined
the San Jose State faculty in 1962
and received her M.A. here in 1962.

Microteaching, a nets
,. ,
,o
education which enables ct..itt..tc.t,
of student teachers through use
of "instant replay." has invaded
the classroom at SJS this summer.
The intern teaching program
has been developed over the past
nine years at SJS. It differs from
the regular student teaehing by
having the intern run her OWSI
class with no super’s sic- teaeliet
sitting in observing. Before ccciii
ing her own classroom
er
the intern spends 10 week, in it,
summer in a ;Mende/whin, ,1111..
lion.
Dr. W. Warren Kalletibffelc.........
elate professor- of element a
e.
cation at SJS, is current tj conducting a year-long research .lial>
into the effectiveness of the interns
and microteaching with a
$68,600 grant from the U.S. Office
of Education,
WICROTEACHING
Microteaching, or "small unit"
teaching, works simply and as Dr.
Kallenbach hopes tic prove in his
study, effectively.
The intern prepares and teaches
a five-minute lesson imp:with., :t
single concept to a group of four
to six elementary scluol students.
Her lesson is being recur-clad on
videotape, observed by a supervising teacher’, and being evaluated
by the students who have been
trained for their roles.
"Instant
replay"
allows the
supervisor and the intern to view
the lesson on a television Sereell
and discuss it while the student,
rate the intern on IBM cants.
The supervisor and the in
atrree on one or two points to improve in the next presentat tint
of the same session, which follows
in minutes.

few+,
A
.ner intern who is now
supervising intern states, "Microteaching works. Under the traditional program you never saw
yourself as the students did, nor
could you riot Ld11111S1 instant
crit irate,"
This summer. the Peace Corps
emit ii.ent on the eamptis also

Mole I ccci ot) coioses in sume
25
will be offered
by the SJS extension set vice for
the coming fall semester.
Accordin- to Dr. Frank G. Willey. cfstrilinator of the extension
program, 65 classes will be scheduled in Santa Clara County, 21 in
Monterey County, 11 in San Mateo
1’..titity find seven in Santa Cruz
cc
her courses will he addthe iiced
!
Nlost cut lite classes will la-gin
Sep’ ember 19. Fees for the courses,
roost of which are two or three
units, ate 815 per unit. Time and
!place of class meet in !, will be announced later.

SAME METHOD USED
In the re-teaching, the sante
method is used, but the intern
is faced with a new group of students, who will also evaluate her
work.
Kaltenbach is cautiously optimistic his study of this summer’s
interns and a control group in the
traditional student teaching program will prove the value of micro-

Open your checking account at U.C.B.
Receive your complimentary checks
Free pen too.
UNITED CALIFORNIA BANK
226 So. First St.

2 blocks from campus
Look for the Big Blue Sign

Two convenient locations
134 E. SAN FERNANDO
457 E. SAN CARLOS
FULL REFUND ’TIL OCT. 7
with receipt

Open this week Monday thru Thursday ’til 9
-11111111HP

Among the subject areas in
eluded in this fall’s extension programs are anthropology, art, audiovisual, business, counseling and
guidance, education, engineering.
English, French, geography, health
and hygiene, history, home economics. industrial arts, mathematics, music, philasophy, political science, psychology, reading improvement, science education. sociology,
Spanish, speech correcti011 and
women’s physical e.tuc’cilicnrc
More information may lie obtained by writing the Extension
Services, San Jose State College,
125 Seventh St.. San Jose 95114,
or call 294-6414. Ext, 224.

STUDENTS!

NEW AND USED
CAL BOOK
At the 134 E. San Fernando location only

St

Extension Program
Offers Night Classes

Books for all classes

ART AND ENGINEERING SUPPLIES

sent a group of trainees through
the microteaching program and
will attempt to assess the program
when the trainees begin their
assignments as teaching assistant,
In the Philippines this fall.
If micruteaching is judged sitecessf ul, the traditional
uden t
teaching program in the summer
may be replaced
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New Club
For Women
Sets Meeting

Sororities, Fraternities Show
Biggest Rushee Signups Ever
This semester seems to be the
biggest ever for sororities and
fraternities on campus. As of
last Thursday, figures show an
enormous increase in rushees

this year over last year’s records.
Last year approximately 200
women students signed up to
pledge a sorority and approximately 375 male students for a

ART
SIIPPLZ

traternity. This semester’s figures show that 350 women and
471 men have signed up for
rush.
NEW TREND
A new trend in rush procedures
initiated
this semester
caused this huge increase in
rushees, according to Jim Cauldwell, Inter-Fraternity Council
rush chairman. and Miss Maureen
Dunn, president of the Panhellenic Council.
During the past years sororities have held formal rush two
weeks before the orientation
week, but this year they held
rush during the orientation week,
Miss Dunn said.
This year. instead of a formal
rush, fraternities conducted an
informal one. Cauldwell said that
because of the increase in publicity and the fact that the fraternities lifted a few restrictions
they had been getting about 100
sign-ups a day.
SEPT. 25
Male students still have until
Sept. 25 to sign up for rush and
may continue after that date by
going to the Student Activities
Office in the Administration
Building, ADM274.
Open house for sororities will
begin Wednesday and will be
conducted by each house.

I BEAU TIES
ENGAGEMENTS
Catheren

cpaPtan gookstore
"Right on Campus"

L.

Hefner,

engagement to Edgar D. Brocks.
senior industrial design major
from Lompoc. The couple plans
an August, 1967 wedding.

Rand makes them
but you’ve made them classics!
If there are All-American college classics
in men’s shoes, they include the styles
you’re looking at: the long-wing brogue,
from $16-$25, and the handsewn-vamp
TRujuNs, from $15-$18. A wardrobe without them is hardly a wardrobe, especially
.m campus. (Take it from RAND!)
Seward’s Shoes
3117 Mridian Road
San ./u,e. Calif,

fourth

grade elementary teacher from
Santa Clara, has announced her

RAND.

Felix Shoe Store
2057 El Camino Real
Sm.,,, Clara, CJIi0.
INTERNATIONAL SHOE COMPANY, ST. LOUIS

’Around the Iower
ou who are new to the campus

A nev. prog,lon for SJS women over 29 years of age will begin this semester on campus. The
club held a preliminery meeting
during orientation week in the
Home Economics Building. and
it was decided at that time that
the dub would hold its next
meeting Tuesday. Sept. 27. in
HE1 at 2:30 p.m. All interested
women students over 29 years of
age are encouraged to attend.
The club, which is new to SJS
but not to other college campuses, was organized because the
college is getting more married.
graduate and older stdents on
campus, according to Dean Cornelia Tomes, associate dean of
students. Dean Tomes pointed
out that since there arc now
40 per cent lower division students and 60 per cent upper division students, this type of program was needed.
The three things members of
the club decided that older women students seem to lack here
were a lack of communication,
a lack of opportunity, and a lack
of realization that they all seem
to have similar problems. By
meeting together with students
who have similar problems they
hope to he able to help one another as well as obtain some
guidance help from faculty Members.
Attending the meeting were
Norma Petrilak, Rose Togani,
Clara Thompson, Helen Tucker,
Maxine Hand, activities adviser
Dallas Koland, and Dean Tomes.

Teacher Corps
Accepts Chairman
Dr. Lowell G. Keith, chairman
of the Department of Elementary
Education, has been named SJS
liaison representative to the new
National Teacher Corps.
The corps, established under the
1965 education bill, is part of a
federal program to improve education in poverty areas.
Colleges will work to develop
new courses and techniques for
teachers of this underprivileged
group.
Dr. Keith’s duties will include
distribution of information on the
corps’ activities in the San Jose
area, as well as aiding a team from
the corps during a recruiting drive
on campus.

-a hearty hello.
This year’s Campus Life Page
will be a little different. It will
give some fashion news, news

BESIDES WHAT

that happens on Seventh Stied,
till, Street. announcements of
engagements and marriages, and
features about some interesting
students on campus.
Something new added this year
will be a column called "Around
the Tower." It will feature what
events to attend during the week
and other miscellany.
We hope to make Campus
Life more than just places,
names, and events happening on
campus. In fact, we plan to have
just about everything under the
sun and "Around the Tower"
on the page.
WHAT TO WEAR
The guide to smart dress is
simplicity, whether it be for
classroom or dates. Several coeds
have asked that we list what
are some of the appropriate
clothes to wear to some of the
events at SJS, so here goes:
The usual
class apparel
blouses, skirts, sweaters and
dresses are suitable attire for
women students on campus this
year with flats, loafers, tennies
and sandals as footwear. Khaki
slacks or denims, sport shirts,
and sweaters are top favorites
among the male set.
Bermudas are considered a
choice favorite among male students and are appropriate for
campus wear for them, but women are not permitted to wear
them except during finals.
Athletic Events
S chool
clothes are suitable attire for
both men and women students,
and also bermudas and capris
are extremely popular for women to wear.
Teas and Receptions--Women
should wear a suit or a dressy
dress with heels, and a hat and
gloves; for men a suit is sufficient.
Send-formal -- A short formal
or a cocktail dress with dressy
heels for women, and a dark
suit and tie fo r men.
Formal Attire
Women
should wear either a long or a
short formal with dressy heels;
for men a dinner jacket or
tuxedo will do.
TYPICAL STUDENT
Let’s get the record straight
right now.

.

TOWER HALL

What do you meanthat the
typical college student sits all
day in the cafeteria eating food
and smoking cigarettes?
No, he definitely doesn’t.
He lies out on the lawn and
sun bathes all afternoon long.
He doesn’t go to parties and
drink beer every weekend.
He usually goes every night.
He doesn’t have to sit through
an hour lecture a week of English, history, math, science and
French.
It usually is an hour of basket
weaving, lumber building, nail
biting, and glass blowing.
Well, yes. he does have to take
remedial English, math, and
science.
But after all, you can’t expect
him to be a genius when he first
arrives at college. That comes
after his fourth, fifth, or even
sixth year.
SO ARTICULATE
He is so articulate that he
can take down notes half asleep
while hiding behind his dark
sunglasses.
Maybe he does take sloppy
notes. But by the time his first
test comes around he can ask
his faithful lower classmen to
recopy his notes.
Maybe he does retreat to the
nearest bar after finishing finals.
But he is not alone. He usually
has his professor and other chinmates to keep him company.
No, he doesn’t spend all his
time reading comic books, and
James Bond thrillers.

Besides, what more could he
ask for when all he has is the
San Jose Met curs’ and The New
Student available to educate
him?
And don’t let anyone tell you
that all college students have a
line.
At least not the same one.
Don’t worry. though. The typical student who is graduated
could be the typical bum, alcoholic. journalist or teacher of
tomorrow.
You can’t really blame him,
though. It’s just all those rough
breaks he has in life.

Staff Honors
New Faculty
One hundred and thirty-nine
new SJS faculty members were
welcomed to the campus yesterday evening at a special President’s reception. The reception
was held from 6-9 p.m. in the
Art Quad on campus.
Participating at the special
event, which honored the new
faculty, were regular members
of the faculty staff.

SJS Junior Wins
Army Scholarship
For Achievements
SJS junior George S. DeSoto has
been selected as one of 600 college
students across the nation to receive a Department of Army twoyear scholarship.
DeSoto, a mathematics major
with a minor in Russian, was
chosen on the basis of academic
achievement, extra-curricular activities, physical standards, college
entrance examination results and
personal qualities.
The scholarship is given to students completing their second year
of Army ROTC. It pays the student’s college tuition, textbooks,
laboratory fees and also provides
a subsistence allowance of $50 per
month.

How to get an A in Econ:
Open a Tenplan checking account
at Bank of America. It means
maximum safety for your money.
Maximum convenience. And
minimum cost. Tenplan checks are
personalized --and for college

Baron’s Shoes
1014 W. El Cmino
Sunnyvale. Calif

He is to., busy leading Cliff
notes and cramming the cheat
sheets into his head.
And it is a complete lie that
he doesn’t read the Spartan
Daily every day.

11 MARI Pt TNANI
Campus 1.ile Editor
Welcome back, and to tht,se of

Our student advisor

at your nearest

Bank of America branch can
answer your questions about
Tenplan checking or any other
useful service. Or ask for the free

students cost just 150 each with

college kit that describes many
of the ways Bank of America can

no other charge regardless of

help you manage your money.

the size of your balance.

Bank of America

1Tonany. Topfernher

Plough and Stars
To Start Season
SJS Drama Department will
open its 1966-67 season on Oct.
21 with ’The Plough and the
Stars," Sean O’Casey’s drama
of the Irish Rebellion of 1915-16.
Additional performances will
be given Oct. ’22, 26-29 in the
College Theatre. Dr. Hal J.
Todd, department chairman, will

"THE TRANSPARENT EYE"alias John M. Hansen, senior
English major -studies a flyer
publicizing The Trident, a new
literary magazine he is starting.

Writing ’Eye’
Awarded
By CHARLOTTE WONG
Spartan Daily Fine Arts Editor
"The Transparent Eye" has
scored again!
It was announced during the
summer that
the all -seeing
"Eye"- alias John M. Hansen,

senior English major had tied
for second place with two other
students in the short play category of the 14th Annual National Collegiate Playwrit ing
Contest.
Samuel French, Inc., New
York play publishers and authors’ representatives, sponsored
the contest which drew 240 en-

trants fmm 103 colleges,
In addition to being the author
of ’The Transparent Eye" column in The New Student, hidependent campus newspaper,
Hansen is the president of Pega-

sus, the English Department’s
creative writing society.
EX-REED EDITOR
He also is a former Associated

Student Body presidential candidate and a former editor of
Reed, campus literary magazine.
Hansen was awarded $50 and
* plaque for his one-act play,
which is entitled "The Thing
We Have to Fear."
He describes his work as "an
Ironic statement on Franklin
D. Roosevelt’s phrase, ’The only
thing we have to fear is fear
Itself."
The play was inspired by

"Hollis Brown," a ballad by folk singer Bob Dylan. The drama
takes place on an isolated South
Dakota farm during the depression and concerns a starving
farmer who shoots himself and
his family.
"The thing we have to fear is
Isolation from other human
beings. When one is cut off
from others and from civilization, tragedy results," Hansen
says.
He wrote the play for a course
In advance creative writing under Dr. Roland Lee, professor
of English. The 25-page, typewritten manuscript, his first
playwriting effort, received an
WRITING COURSES
Prior to that he had taken
a year’s introductory course in
dramatic literature and theatre
history. Hansen also attended
a creative writing course taught
by Dr. Jeanne Lawson, whose
help he especially appreciates.
Hansen entered the national
competition after hearing about
It from his mother-in-law, who
had read about it in a magazine
advertisement.
This semester he is continuing
his column in The New Student,

direct the production.
"The Land of the Dragon,"
children’s play by Madge

Tryouts Continue
Tryritits for l’Ole% in the
season’s first three productions
continue tonight at 7:15. Students nerd not he drama majors to partleipate. Auditions
%till he held in the College
Theatre tor "The Land or the
Dragon" in sluVri and for
"The Mush’ ’Sian" in the
Studio Theatre.
Miller. is scheduled for Nov. 1012. Director will be Dr. Courtaney Brooks, professor of
drama,
Performances of ’The Musk’

Mau" by Meredith Willson are
slated tor Dec. ’2, :t and 7-10.
Dr. Harold C. Crain, professor
of drama, and Dr. Edwin C.
Dunning, associate professor of
music, will jointly direct the
play.

Mrs. Carol Haws, assistant
professor of physical education,
will do the show’s choreography,
and J. Wendell Johnson, professor of drama, the staging.
Student directed one-act plays
will follow on Jan. 12-14.
"The Birthday Party," a mystery drama by English playwright Harold Pinter, is scheduled for March 3, 4 and 8-11.
Director will be Dr, Hugh
Nelson, assistant professor of
drama.
"Good King Lyrical," a children’s play written and directed
by Dr. Todd, will be presented
on March 30. 31 and April 1,
Miss Elizabeth Loeffler, professor of drama, will direct
"Hobson’s Choice," a provincial

a discussion of Paul Goodman’s
"The Community of Scholars"

at 12:30 p.m., Oct. 5 in Concert
Hall.
411 other Book Talks for the
semester will lx. held in rooms
A arid B of the Cafeteria.
Dr. Clark will be followed by
Dr. Marvin Lee, associate professor of economics, on Oct. 12.
Dr. Lee will review "Population Theories and the Economic
Interpretations" by Sydney
Coontz.
On Oct. 19 Dr. Snell Putney,
associate professor of sociology,
will speak on "The Beginning
and the End" by Robinson
Jeffers.
"The Road to Life" by Anton

Makarenko will be discussed by
Dr. John Sperling, assistant professor of humanities, on Oct. 26.
Copies of Book Talk books
may be checked out for one
week from the Humanities Division Desk on the fifth floor of
Library North.
Faculty members interested in
presenting a book discussion
during the spring semester
should contact Dr. Ved Sharma,
Book Talk Committee chairman,
F0234.

’Inaugural /966’ Display
Features Faculty Work
Eleven faculty members from
the SJS Art Department are
among artists participating in
"Inaugural 1966" at the Walter
Mole Gallery, 37 E. Main St., in
Los Gatos.
Paintings, drawings, graphics
and constructions by these artists are being displayed among
the Mole Gallery’s collection of
period furniture.
Faculty members participating
are Geoffrey Bowman, Ron Carraher, Robert Collins, John Devincenzi, Robert Freimark, John
Hunter, Will Nelson, Eric Oback,
Sam Richardson, Fred Spratt
and Charles Walker.
The Walter Mole Gallery is
open Tuesday through Saturday

The Annual Art Faculty Lxhibition opens today in tin.’ Art
Gallery, Al’27, with some 50
pieces of work, John S. Leary.
professor of arc and grillery di-

rector, estimates.
The exhibit Will run through
Friday, Sept. 30. Gallery hours

are 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday
5 p.m. Sunday,

from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and by appointment for the exhibition
which continues to Oct. 7,

Playhouse Slates
"Godot" Preview
Samuel Beckett’s "Waiting for
Godot" will be previewed at
8 p.m. Thursday at The Playhouse, Beach and Hyde streets,
in San Francisco. The play is
directed by David Lindeman,
who previously directed The
Playhouse productions of "The
Blacks" and "The Maids" by
Jean Genet and a melodrama,
"The Drunkard."

and

1:15

to

Ceramics, oil paintings and
watercolors, sculpture, jewelry
and photographs are included in
the display.
Contributors include art instructors Anna Ballarian, t’harles

prore4Sor of drama.

Pres, Robert D. Clark will
begin the semester’s Wednesday
Faculty Book Talk series with

-Photo by Jarnes Brescoll
SJS’ ANNUAL ART Faculty Exhibit opens today in the Art
Gallery, A127. It includes the above wood sculpture by Thomas
Elsner, associate professor of art. The work is entitled
Love
You, Barlach (Also God, Country, etc. and Guest: Pedant J. G.)"

Pin. performairor Wednesday at
the Circle Star Theatre in San
Carlos.
The play by Peter Weiss will
have its West Coast premiere at

the theater tomorrow evening.
It was honored by the New
York critics and the Tony Award
as the "Best Play of 1966."
Young joined the SJS faculty
in 1965. This semester he is
teaching courses in American
government, the legislative process and parties and elections.
According to Time magazine.
" ’Marat/Sade’ blends Brecht
with the Theater of Cruelty,
mixing in philosophy, revolution

and insanity."
The play is based on two historieal events: the Marquis de
Sade was confined in the lunatic asylum of Charenton, where
he staged plays: and Jean-Paul
Marat was stabbed during the
height of the terror of tin.
French Revolution.
Actual title of the drama is

The Persecution and Assassination of Jean-Paul Marat as Performed by rile Inmates of the
Asylum of Charenton Under the
Direction of the Marquis de
Sade."
Others tentatively set to participate with Young are Caspar
Weinberger, former legislator
and moderator of KQED’s "Profile Bay Area," as panel moderator: Stanley Eichelbaum, drama
critic of the San Francisco Examiner, and Daniel Gerould,
playwright and professor of English and world literature at San
Francisco State College.
Also scheduled are Herbert
Gold, author: Paine Knickerbocker, drama critic of the San
Francisco Chronicle, and Mark
Schorer, writer and professor of
English at the University of California at Berkeley.
Tickets for the WerInestlay

FoR, THOSESf110AIT81
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but he also is starting his own

Bar teribui t, Allied Berella, Geoffrey Bowman, Dr. Raymond
Brose, Daniel Cannon. Evelyn
Carson, Marcia Chamberlain,
Dr. Robert Coleman. Robert

Collins. John DeVincenzi and
David Donoho.
The faculty exhibit will be
followed by a gallery display of
California printmakers f r 0 in
October 10-28 and by "New

Di reef ions in Prints" fruit
Nov. 7-23.
The annual Christmas Art
Sale will be heltl from Dec. 4-17.
Scheduled for Jan. 8-27 is the
Alumni Invitational display.

Late Model

TYPEWRITER
RENTALS

Instructor To Discuss
’Marat/Sade’ Drama
I.Yollfr’OM!,
111,1111. I stO11,1’, Will
poi I It I r.i lc in
IllOOSitlin On
t,..lowing the 8:30
"Marat

DATLY-.4I1

SJS Gallery Exhibit
Of Faculty Art Opens

J

comedy by I fill’0111
Performances are scheduled lor
April 14, 15 and 19-22.
A dramatic reading of Thornton Wilder’s "Ides of March"
will he directed by Mrs. Noreen
Mitchell. associate professor of
drama, and presented May 5
and 6.
"Shakespeare’s comedy "As
You Like It" will conclude the
sea son with performances on
May 19, 2ii mit ’24-27 Director
will be 111%
DaVve, asswiate

Dr. Clark
Tells of Book

qr. ttRT

"rg

$7 ONE MONTH
$18 THREE MONTHS

performance-, mix.sitim ill CONl
$1, $2, $3 .00l $4, a one -dollar
reduction hum usual rates for

that evening only.
"Marat/Satie" will be at Circle Star through Oct. 2. Other

Free delivery & pick-up

shows to be presented at the
theater include "Can -Can," Oct.
4-16; "The Subject Was Roses,"
Oct. 18-30; "How To Succeed in
Business Without Really Trying," Nov. 1-13.
"Gypsy" will be presented Nov.
15-27 and ’Funny Girl" from
Nov. 29-Dec. 11.

ROBERTS TYPEWRITER CO.
57 So. 4th St.
Drive-in Parking
- CY 4-1215 -

SAN JOSE PAINT
112 S. 2nd St.

Son Jose’s Largest
Art Supply Store

SAN JOSE PAINT
112 S. 2nd St.

SAVE

ART SUPPLIES
SPECIAL SALE

SPECIAL SALE

OIL PAINTING CLASSES

WATER COLOR CLASSES

ZINC WHITE - Special large half pint
size equal to 4 studio tubes
2 value

$1

SKETCH BOARD 23x26. Bear-of-a-clip.
So easy to carry your materials.
Reg. $2.98
$1.98

PAINTING SMOCKS- Variety of colors.
Keep yourself clean.
Reg. $4.95
$3.33

DRAWING BOARDS-for watercolor.
drafting, and engineering
classes.
25/0

PURE LINEN CANVAS - Perfect Fredriz
Canvas-46"x6 yrd. width-in two
pieces--i;r 582 Reg. $23.50 13.95 roll

ART STUDENTS PAD- 15s18
Reg, ITO

69c ea.

SAVE
20%
Discount on "Required Supplies."
Bring in your supply sheets. Full
refund if you drop the class.

Independent literary magazine,
The Trident. Hansen is working
to get contributions from faculty
and students in colleges and universities in the state and across

SPECIAL SALE

the nation.
Will the "Eye" score again?
Only time will tell.
10101401.........."*Ittleit.101.1C14.1.194.1.0044.0

Jurrbo Size 150cc
ACRYLIC & OIL
Buy the large size and save.
Bellini & Grumbacher brands.

MARINO’S

35% oft

SPECIAL SALE
ART POSTERS - For inspiration, hang
on the walls of your pad.

to $tudentor with Ash. riot
Telephone 288-M7h

Specializing
in
Italian French firrniari
Japanese British Swedish

Et

VATIOICRY

ART DEPARTMENT
112 S. 2nd St.

1478 W. San Carlos

cpaPtent geokitope

across from
Lott’s Village Restaurant

"Right on Campus"

-- 3 STORES Downtown San Jose
Valley Fair Shopping Centr
Mt. View (San Antonio Rod)

66c

UNFINISHED FRAMES - Stock sizes.
Oak & Pine. From 11x10 to
1/2 off
24.36

Imported Motor Repair

10% MC00111

off

Free Parking
SPECIAL STORE HOURS
OPEN Hats
Mon - Thurs. 8.00 AM. to 9 00 P M.
Fri. & Sat. Open AII Dy

Monday, September 19, 1968

C11--CP %HT %N 1)111,Y

BOOK
laketett
READY
TO
SERVE YOU

k

4T,4,

5,14

BUY USED
TEXTS
SAVE 25 1
Full Refund on Used
& Unblemished New Books
With Receipt ’til Oct. 9

SHOP EARLY
& SAVE
New & Used Texts
Sweat Shirts
Art & Engineering Materials
Free Itook Corers
(her 8000 Paperbound Titles
Plenty of Free Parking

OPEN EVENINGS
’TIL NINE
330 So. 10th
across

from men’s dorm

fell

91191

330 So. 10th

across from men’s dorm

